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ABSTRACT

1

There is a growing interest in extending crowdwork beyond traditional desktop-centric design to include mobile devices (e.g., smartphones). However, mobilizing crowdwork remains signifcantly
tedious due to a lack of understanding about the mobile usability requirements of human intelligence tasks (HITs). We present
a taxonomy of characteristics that defnes the mobile usability of
HITs for smartphone devices. The taxonomy is developed based on
fndings from a study of three consecutive steps. In Step 1, we establish an initial design of our taxonomy through a targeted literature
analysis. In Step 2, we verify and extend the taxonomy through an
online survey with Amazon Mechanical Turk crowdworkers. Finally, in Step 3 we demonstrate the taxonomy’s utility by applying
it to analyze the mobile usability of a dataset of scraped HITs. In
this paper, we present the iterative development of the taxonomy,
highlighting the observed practices and preferences around mobile
crowdwork. We conclude with the implications of our taxonomy
for accessibly and ethically mobilizing crowdwork not only within
the context of smartphone devices, but beyond them.

Crowdwork is a contemporary form of on-demand information
work that involves the completion of independent tasks of varying
complexity, difculty, knowledge demands, and time constraints.
These tasks, often referred to as Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs),
are created by requesters on crowdsourcing marketplaces and platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk1 (MTurk) in order to fnd
crowdworkers who will complete the task in exchange for monetary
reward. Research repeatedly suggests that these platforms have
become integral as digital professions in the 21st century with “tens
of thousands of new workers” arriving on crowdwork platforms
each year [18, 51]. Online surveys with residents in the United Kingdom and the European Union suggest crowdwork is widespread
in nature, reporting that millions of citizens engage in crowdwork
with a substantial percentage mentioning it as their full-time job
[40, 41]. Practical examinations of crowdwork suggest that it has
not only established itself as a digital profession of the 21st century,
but also become an important component in the pipeline of many
academic research areas. This makes crowdwork a compelling subject for further research both as a computational tool and a work
profession [50, 72, 73].
Studies of crowdwork generally describe the digital profession
as one centered around the workstation computer. Quantitative
and qualitative studies similarly report that the vast majority of
crowdworkers, as in many other information work professions,
recognize workstation and laptop computers as their primary device for work-related activities [36, 96]. In crowdwork specifcally,
much of the utility aforded by workstation or desktop computers
stems from their ability to support the nature of on-demand work
in which tasks must be captured and completed efciently. Specifc
motivations for desktop-centric work practices in crowdwork include screen-size demands [36], limitations of productivity (e.g.,
HIT fnding [96]), and general ease in completing administrative
tasks related to crowdwork (e.g., reviewing requesters [77, 87]).
A variety of eforts ranging from individuals apps (e.g., Respeak
[90]) to full-blown platforms (e.g., Google’s Crowdsource [12]) independently have facilitated crowdsourced work experiences that
are designed to be completed on smartphones. In contrast to these
prior contexts, modern crowdsourcing platforms allow requesters
to build task interfaces themselves, providing few to no formatting
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Figure 1: We present our taxonomy on HIT characteristics for mobile usability. We have organized the taxonomy according to
Task and Interaction characteristics. The Poor, Fair, and Good legend map to the Mobile Usability Rating (MUR) more defned
throughout this paper, with defnitions of underlying values in Table 1 and results from an in-the-wild HITs demonstration
in Section 5 (e.g. Figure 8).
constraints on way in which a task’s question its posed or or the
way in which a task’s response is collected. Each HIT is structurally
unique from the next, and for this reason, it remains unclear how
crowdwork, more generally, can be translated to a more mobile
context.
The notion of mobilizing crowdwork hinges on understanding
the characteristics that shape the usability of a HIT’s interface on
a mobile device. Usability is an aspect of software design that impacts the satisfaction and efectiveness of its users in performing
tasks and activities [15]. Usability can be evaluated with design
processes from criteria, empirical tests in laboratories, and is contextually valid based on the goals of stakeholders [71]. Prior studies
have shown that the usability of mobile devices and the usability
of traditional workstations are distinguished by having diferent
constraints, such as a necessity for small screen size and reduced
computational power [99]. Therefore, HITs that have high usability – e.g. are usable – for workstations may lack mobile usability.
By better characterizing the distinctions that separate mobile and
workstation usability in crowdwork, researchers, requesters, and
crowdwork platforms will be able to understand pathways for making work more accessible on mobile devices.
Today, both the extent to which work opportunities on crowdwork platforms are efective for workers on their mobile devices
(e.g., smartphones) and how to characterize that usability remain

unclear. More people on crowdwork platforms own smartphones
than have desktops or laptops. A survey by Jacques et al. indicates
that around 7% of Mechanical Turk workers use smartphones on
HIT because it is the only suitable device they own [45]. In the
United States, 85% of adults own a smartphone and 77% own a
laptop or desktop computer [10]. Even fewer Americans with an
income of less than $30,000 annually have broadband internet at
home (57%) and laptop or desktop computers (59%) [92]. Despite
a lack of broadband and workstation, 76% of adults in the United
States still own smartphone that could potentially participate in
crowdwork, if the tasks were usable on mobile devices.
In this paper, we aim to address three research questions toward
the goal of mobilizing crowdwork:
(1) RQ1. What characteristics relate to a human intelligence task
(HIT) interface being usable on a mobile smartphone?
(2) RQ2. What is the practical and contextual prominence of
each characteristic?
(3) RQ3. How do common types of HITs vary in their usability
on mobile smartphones?
We frst provide background on the role of mobility in work and
crowdwork contexts. The next three sections outline a three-step
study that details our methods and results for generating a new taxonomy (Figure 1 and Table 1) of characteristics that defne mobile
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HIT usability for smartphone devices. In Step 1, we frst contextualize our work by using a workshop to generate and discuss
characteristics in relation to relevant literature. Then, we apply
this derived knowledge towards accumulated HIT suitability research which is focused towards the taxonomy of characteristics
that relates to mobile suitability. In Step 2, we issue and analyze
an online survey that provides empirical support to the developed
taxonomy with added nuance from the perspective of Mechanical
Turk workers. Finally, in Step 3, we use the taxonomy to evaluate
the mobile usability of 519 HITs on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The
results from our study with three steps open a discussion on the
current state of mobilization of crowdwork and highlights the characteristics relevant to usability in mobile crowdwork. We conclude
by discussing the implications of our presented taxonomy as it
relates to making crowdwork more ethical, more accessible, and
more mobile-friendly.

2

BACKGROUND WORK IN THE ROLE OF
MOBILITY

The purpose of our study is to assess and understand the characteristics that relate to the mobile usability of HITs. Here, we describe
the relevant background work related to the goal of understanding
the role of mobility in crowdwork.

2.1

Professional Crowdwork: A
Desktop-Centric Practice

Crowdwork is an emergent work practice that centers around the
completion of tasks for payment. In the terminology of Amazon
Mechanical Turk, requesters issue HITs and pay workers a reward
in currency. HITs are often relatively small, routinely involving
only seconds of work [19]. Amazon Mechanical Turk is a popular
platform for a large range of industry and academic researchers because it provides a convenient way to access a large and diverse set
of participants and workers [79]. HITs are often regarded as tasks
that are arbitrary in complexity, difculty, knowledge demands, and
time constraints. Today, crowdwork marketplaces, such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk, Prolifc, and Clickworkers, allow requesters to
create HITs and outsource their completion to crowdworkers in exchange for monetary compensation [50]. Alongside the completion
of HITs, crowdworkers engage in a range of supplemental tasks
that support their work, including fnding HITs, communicating
with other crowdworkers, and reviewing requesters [27, 58].
Unlike traditional information work contexts, much of crowdwork is fueled by voluntary or community-based eforts in which
crowdworkers self-manage infrastructure to improve their work,
such as hosting platforms for reviewing HITs or requesters (e.g.,
Turkopticon [44]), creating forums to connect with other crowdworkers (e.g., TurkerView [77]), or building or sharing new productivity tools [96]. Generally speaking, the workstation computer is
the intended use-case for these tools, though there exists some evidence that suggests a broader desire for their use on mobile phones
[96]. It is generally assumed that crowdworkers utilize, or have
access to, a workstation computer for their work due to the multitude of capabilities that these machines maintain over there mobile.
Recent studies, however, report that challenges and barriers to the
work practice are nonuniform, particularly in rural areas where
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assumptions around the availability of specifc devices or personal
expertise may be biased [23, 30]. In general, studies suggest that
the desktop computer is the predominant gateway to many of the
opportunities that exist in crowdwork today.

2.2

Mobile Usability and the Mobilization of
Crowdwork

Understanding, measuring, and characterizing the usability of task
interfaces on mobile devices is a long-standing research problem
that spans decades of research [8, 78]. Through these studies, researchers often target a specifc domain and subsequently defne
and validate a set of “variables” that impact usability with the
domain [86]. For example, Agarwal and Venkatesh provided fve
categories of variables for assessing website usability (i.e., content, ease of use, promotion, made-for-the-medium, and emotion)
with the intent of using these variables as usability heuristics [1].
Serving as a demonstration to the development of the categories,
Venkatesh et al. used Agarwal et al’s heuristics as a tool to assess
the usability and develop automated predictions about its use [91].
Meta-analyses of empirical studies show that mobile usability can
be assessed through the lens of tasks, technology, environments,
and even individual user characteristics [14]. Importantly, these
approaches often involve a range of measures that range from traditional HCI measures for usability (e.g., cognitive efort, usefulness)
to more practical measures of usability for design research (e.g.,
responsiveness, aesthetics). Generally speaking, the ideal mechanism for defning, measuring, and assessing the mobile usability of
an interface is one that captures the interplay of relevant factors
within a specifc context [46].
Across decades of research, studies have demonstrated that mobile crowdsourcing can be achieved in a variety of ways with mixed
usability outcomes. TxtEagle [21] and mClerk [29] were respectively deployed in Kenya and India and allowed interested individuals to complete several types of tasks via SMS text messages,
including language translation, market research, audio transcription, and low-cost image classifcation. Narula et al. developed
and studied MobileWorks, a smartphone-based crowdsourcing platform that administers optical character recognition tasks [62]. Yan
et al. introduced an iOS application to post and submit sensorrelated crowdsourcing tasks using smartphones [98]. Vashistha et
al. demonstrated how voice-based interactions on mobile could be
facilitated with Respeak, a voice-driven, crowd-powered system for
assisted transcription on mobile devices [90].
More recent research in mobile usability has emphasized the
increasingly multi-device landscape of crowdwork. Hettiachchi et
al. found that crowdworkers are receptive toward vocally engaging
with crowdsourcing tasks administered through smart speakers
[35]. In conjunction with new possibilities for device-specifc work,
researchers have sought to understand the challenges that stem
from completing a particular type of task on a particular device [17].
In a recent study of task acceptance, preferences for six diferent
types of common HITs (e.g, sentiment analysis, information fnding,
audio tagging, speech transcription, image classifcation, bounding
box) across diferent devices, Hettiachchi et al. not only observed
that the task acceptance rate varies between devices, but also found
that the acceptance rate between desktop and smartphone devices
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was substantially comparable [36]. Beyond task-level considerations, studies suggest that crowdworkers have additional uses for
their mobile devices that extend beyond simply completing HITs on
the smartphone (e.g., being notifed about new HIT opportunities)
[96].
Though “mobile usability” remains relatively undefned within
the niche domain of crowdwork, researchers have used mobile
platforms (e.g., smartphones, tablets) to create crowdsourcing experiences that embody aspects of “good” mobile usability. For example,
Pei-Yu et al. examined the motivations for participating in mobile
crowdsourcing tasks provided by Google’s “CrowdSource”, a crowdsourcing platform that engages people with a limited set of mobile
task types and rewards them with badges [12]. Similar approaches
have been leveraged in citizen science in which the general public can use a freely-available mobile app to complete a myriad of
question-oriented tasks (e.g., “Is there a galaxy in this image?”) [34].
As their intended audience is often individuals who are intrinsically
motivated (e.g., an interest in furthering science), many of these
tasks are designed to have the combined goal of minimizing cognitive load and making the act of contributing enjoyable [75]. Though
several platforms (e.g, Zooniverse [81]) facilitate efective mobile
experiences, they recognize the design of usable interactions for
mobile devices as an on-going challenge [69].

2.3

Beyond Crowdwork: Mobilizing
Information Work with Microproductivity

Microwork, like crowdwork, utilizes a microtasks paradigm that
breaks larger tasks down into manageable chunks. Human-computer
interaction research utilized a variety of HIT characteristics to motivate the design and functionality of novel systems (e.g., Soylent [6]),
but were later inspired by the idea of microtasks to apply its principles to information work more broadly. Teevan et al. distinguishes
microtasks as distinct from HITs because they always include the
necessary context to complete and always require only several seconds of attention [84]. Further, microtasks are often automatically
generated by an algorithm rather than by hand. Such algorithms
operate by algorithmically decomposing a larger task (i.e., a macrotask) into a series of smaller microtasks that can be quickly and
easily answered (e.g., a binary Yes-No question) [11]. For this reason, many HITs exceed the academic defnition of what may be
considered a microtask. In an analysis of 130 million HITs collected
in 2014, Difallah et al. found that that batches of microtasks are
becoming increasingly more common on Amazon Mechanical Turk
[19]. Despite these technical diferences, “crowdwork” and “microwork” are often used interchangeably both by researchers and
practitioners.
Research in HCI and ubiquitous computing has given ample
attention to designing new interactive systems to better facilitate
mobile work experiences through the lens of microwork. Apparition
helps designers in rapidly creating functional interface prototypes
from sketches and verbal descriptions using any kind of device with
a web browser [53]. MicroWriter supports mobile phones along with
laptops and desktops and subdivides larger writings into smaller
manageable microtasks to improve productivity [85]. PlayWrite
leverages a similar model of microtasking on the smartphone to
facilitate productive writing during limited attention scenarios [43].
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Mercury utilizes a custom model of function-based microtasking
to allow programmers to continue their work while on-the-go [95].
Finally, “Slide to X” employs a unique microtask design to facilitate a
new, low-efort mechanism for unlocking smartphones [88]. Beyond
the smartphone, research has also explored microtask completion
on even further constrained devices (e.g., smartwatches). These
studies generally conclude that completing these tasks is feasible,
yet many tasks lack the appropriate design or structure for such
completion [65]. Many of these systems are systematically similar
in that as each provide interactive experiences that map to the
constraints of the device and assume attention is either divided or
signifcantly limited.

2.4

Summary of Contribution

There is a growing interest in extending crowdwork beyond the traditional desktop-centric practice of professional crowdwork. However, researchers, requesters, and platforms, today, fail to understand the mobile usability requirements of human intelligence tasks.
Inspired by prior studies that develop characterizations of usability
[14], we employ a three-step approach toward the development,
empirical extension, and demonstration of a new taxonomy of mobile usability characteristics contextualized to human intelligence
tasks. Our contributions include the taxonomy of characteristics, a
brief examination of current and desired mobile HIT preferences,
and a mobile usability assessment of HITs collected from Amazon
Mechanical Turk. Collectively, we contribute an understanding of
the task and interaction characteristics of HITs that make them
suitable for completion on the smartphone devices.

3

TAXONOMY GENERATION - STEP 1:
TARGETED LITERATURE ANALYSIS

The goal of our research is to understand the characteristics of HITs
that contribute to their usability on mobile smartphone devices.
To better understand these characteristics, we designed and employed a process heavily inspired by the Nominal Group Technique
[16] that allow us to generate a taxonomy through brainstorming,
ideation, discussion, and deliberation. In this section, we describe
this process and conclude by presenting the fnal taxonomy of
characteristics.

3.1

Procedure

We designed a procedure that centers around the Nominal Group
Technique [16], a group-based decision making workshop method
that aims to facilitate the generation of ideas from a small group
of qualifed experts or professionals. Our research team includes
experts in crowdsourcing that have acted as requesters and workers and have a background in HCI. This justifes our process for
proposing areas of interest for mobile usability. The technique’s
four-step process involves 1) generating ideas, 2) recording ideas, 3)
discussing ideas, and 4) deliberating ideas. Methodological analyses
of the Nominal Group Technique (NGT) specifcally reinforce its use
as a tool for computer-mediated ideation and brainstorming [22].
The procedure has been used in several contexts within humancomputer interaction settings, including summaries of workshop
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activities [32], understanding system requirements [20], and improving computer-mediated decision-making [52]. Here, we leverage this technique to facilitate group-based decisions about the
development of our taxonomy while drawing inspiration from related work.
3.1.1 Overview of Procedural Execution. Three members of the
research team participated in the procedure. Two researchers currently hold a PhD in Computer Science while the third researcher is
a PhD student in Computer Science. All three researchers have signifcant expertise and published research papers in crowdsourcing
and crowdwork.
Before beginning the NGT procedure, each member of the research team independently conducted an review of literature toward
the goal of searching for issues or concerns related not only to completing HITs on mobile devices, but also general usability related to
mobile devices. Specifc guidelines, suggestions, or taxonomies for
designing HITs for mobile are not discovered during this preparatory phase of research. With the familiar literature in mind, our
research goal shifted to summarizing research as characteristics,
rather than to discovering or creating novel conceptualizations
of what contributed to mobile usability on smartphone devices.
In support of this goal, we engaged in a four-step, NGT-inspired
process:
• Stage 1. Idea Generation. Our procedure began by assigning one researcher as the “moderator” who was responsible
for facilitating the experience. The moderator asked each
researcher, including themselves, to work silently and independently toward the goal of answering the following
question:
“What characteristics relate to a human intelligence task
being completed on a mobile smartphone?”
The overarching goal of beginning independently stems directly from the Nominal Group Technique which suggests
that the quality and quantity of ideas that are produced
[33, 60].
• Stage 2. Idea Recording. The moderator provided each researcher with a document (i.e., a Google Doc) in which they
were required to record characteristics related to HIT mobility. Researchers were encouraged to provide a list of characteristics they perceived to be comprehensive and motivated
by at least one prior work. Upon completion, researchers
submitted the completed document to the moderator.
• Stage 3. Idea Discussion. After receiving each of their completed documents, the moderator organized a videoconferencing meeting in which they instructed each researcher
to share and discuss the contents of their document. The
primary goal of this stage was to ensure that members of
the research team were given an opportunity to convey the
importance of their documented characteristics. Each researcher took turns providing and receiving feedback, asking
for clarifcations, and producing new inquiries based on the
discussion.
• Stage 4. Idea Deliberation. Following the presentation of
ideas, the research team engaged in a deliberative process toward the goal of arriving at a consensus of ideas, which was

used as the basis for developing the taxonomy of characteristics. As the research team developed more focused research
questions, heuristics for including or excluding characteristics from the taxonomy emerged naturally. The inclusion of
a specifc characteristic was primarily motivated by referencing prior literature that supported its relevance toward
answering the question defned in Stage 1. In contrast, a
characteristic was excluded from consideration if one of
the following conditions held: (1) related to a device, rather
than an aspect of a HIT that could be confgured by a requester, (2) related to aspects of “meta-work”, such as fnding
or managing HITs, or (3) a characteristic that could not be
easily assessed through visual or manual inspection (e.g., in
a screenshot of the HIT). The research team concluded Stage
4 by arriving at a consensus set of ideas that underscore the
mobile usability requirements of HITs. This included assigning a Mobile Usability Rating (MUR) of Good, Fair, or Poor
for each characteristic’s value per related work.
An important consideration for the design of this study is that
our research team was required to operate in a remote and distributed fashion due to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic. While
prior studies have utilized NGT to facilitate real-time brainstorming
sessions that often take place in-person (e.g., [32]), our procedure
took place entirely in a computer-mediated fashion using email
communication and videoconferencing software (e.g., Zoom).

3.2

Results: A Literature-Fortifed Taxonomy
of Mobile Characteristics

The frst three stages of the NGT-inspired procedure resulted in a
set of initial “ideas” for summarizing characteristics from literature.
For clarity, we henceforth refer to the generated “ideas” simply as
our “taxonomy of characteristics”. Through the Idea Generation
and Recording phases (Stage 1 and 2), a total of 20 non-unique
characteristics were developed independently and suggested to the
moderating researcher. The number of characteristics contributed
by each researcher ranged from three to 11. Each characteristic
was presented during the Idea Discussion phase (Stage 3). During
this phase, a total of 8 suggested characteristics were identifed as
duplicates (i.e., reported by more than one researcher), leaving a
total of 12 unique candidate characteristics for consideration in
the taxonomy. During the Idea Deliberation phase (Stage 4), we
developed heuristics for focusing characteristics as practical for
assessments. This refned and modifed how our summaries of
characteristics in literature as attributes of these characteristics
were more deeply and narrowly defned. The process of narrowing
was guided by literature references that we subsequently used to
fortify our characteristics with practical justifcation.
The NGT procedure concluded with a set of 7 characteristics of
HITs that relate to their suitability for completion on mobile devices.
Our taxonomy of characteristics is divided between two types: (1)
Task Characteristics and (2) Interaction Characteristics. All possible
values for each characteristic are driven by examples that arose
from prior literature discussed throughout the later stages of the
NGT procedure. Each possible value is mapped to a MUR value of
“Good”, “Fair”, and “Poor” usability based on hypothetical contexts
that arise through discussion as well as observed contexts reported

Interaction
Characteristics

Task
Characteristics
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Characteristic Name

MUR

Values

Description

Of-Site
Knowledge Demands

■
■

None
Present

HITs that do not require information beyond the task interface.
HITs that require information beyond the task interface.

[7, 26, 100]
[7, 26, 100]

Task Divisibility

■
■
■

Already Divided
Divisible
Indivisible

HITs that are already divided into small tasks.
HITs that have clear boundaries for division into smaller tasks.
HITs that lack clear boundaries for division into smaller tasks.

[93]
[37]
[97]

Task Size Volume

■
■

Low
High

HITs with content that includes two pieces of media or less.
HITs with content that includes more than two pieces of media.

[53]
[25]

Task Completion Time

■
■
■

Fast
Normal
Slow

HITs that require 15 seconds or less to complete.
HITs that require 15 to 60 seconds to complete.
HITs that require more than 60 seconds to complete.

[5]
[54]
[42]

Multi-Device Demands

■
■

None
Present

HITs that do not require the use of multiple devices to complete.
HITs that require the use of multiple devices to complete.

■
■
■
■

Video
Audio
Image*
Text*

HITs that involve annotating and/or understanding video.
HITs that involve annotating and/or understanding audio.
HITs that involve annotating and/or understanding images.
HITs that require annotation and/or understanding text.

■
■
■
■
■
■

Option Selections
Recording
Open-ended+
Object Manipulation
Natural Interface Input
File Management

HITs that require selecting a set of options (e.g. radio button).
HITs involving audio and video authoring.
HITs that require using fll-in-the-blanks or free-form text-entry.
HITs that involve direct manipulation (e.g., bounding box).
HITs that involve unconventional input (e.g., gestures)
HITs that require manipulating or uploading fles.

Prompt Modality

Interaction Style

Refs

[36, 74]
[36, 74]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[82]
[59]
[82]
[82]
[82]
[49]

Table 1: The taxonomy of characteristics and their associated values. Each characteristic was rated as contributing to a particular Mobile Usability Rating (MUR): ■ Good, ■ Fair, or ■ Poor. A * indicates that MUR is heavily context-dependent.

in the literature. Importantly, each characteristic in the taxonomy is
intended to assess a particular aspect of a HIT’s suitability for use
on smartphone devices. To assess the overall mobile HIT usability,
each of these characteristics can be considered together. The set of
characteristics and their associated values are shown in Table 1.
3.2.1 Task Characteristics. We identifed a total of four characteristics that relate to a HIT’s task design (i.e., the structural representation of task-related information). Task design is well-studied
aspect of crowdsourcing that is concerned with the efciency of
crowdsourced tasks [55]. We draw on the following characteristics
for our taxonomy:
(1) Task Completion Time describes the amount of time required
to complete a HIT. Prior work suggests that crowdworkers
and information workers alike have an interest in using
smartphones only briefy for activities that can be completed
quickly [2, 42, 95, 96]. The assumption is that faster tasks
are preferred for mobile contexts.
(2) Task Divisibility refers to the notion that a HIT can be broken down into smaller subtasks. Prior studies suggest that
translating macrotasks to microtask counterparts increases
the usability of these tasks on mobile devices [43, 95]. Similar characteristics had been suggested and discussed during
Stages 2 and 3 (e.g., Task Size Steps), but were eliminated due
to the difculty associated from assessing its presence (e.g.,
from a screenshot).
(3) Task Size Volume describes the information content within a
HIT’s task interface. Previous research indicates that larger

task size volume negatively impacts crowdworkers’ productivity [57].
(4) Of-Site Knowledge Demands characterizes the underlying
need to navigate away from a HIT’s primary task interface
(e.g., to fnd information on another webpage or make use
of another web resource) in order to successfully complete
it [7, 26, 100], an activity that is generally recognized as
inefcient on mobile devices [76].
3.2.2 Interaction Characteristics. Alongside our four Task Characteristics, we identifed a total of three characteristics that relate to
a HIT’s interaction design (i.e., the ways in which a task is posed
and a crowdworker must complete it). The specifc characteristics
include:
(1) Multi-Device Demands describes a HIT’s underlying need for
the use of multiple devices in order to complete it. Several
recent studies on multi-device experiences in crowdwork
suggest that the use of multiple devices is becoming increasingly more common [36].
(2) Prompt Modality refers to the type of media that crowdworkers are prompted with and required to interface with (e.g.,
annotate, classify, etc). We draw directly from Peng et al.
[70] to motive this characteristic’s inclusion as it highlights
four types of prompts.
(3) Interaction Style details how a HIT requires crowdworkers
to engage with it, whether it be through free-form text to
complex natural language. We, again, chose to simplify this
characteristic toward the goal of observing interaction styles
that can be assessed visually (e.g., with a screenshot) [82].
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• Q24.2. How would you use the magic wand to make managing and performing HITs better for a smartphone? What
would you change? Why?

Thus, we have addressed RQ1 by developing characteristics in
our taxonomy that are relevant to mobile HIT usability. We group
the relevant usability characteristics in two sets Task Characteristics
and Interaction Characteristics in Table 1.

4

TAXONOMY SUPPORT - STEP 2:
MECHANICAL TURK SUPPORT SURVEY

Observations from our NGT-inspired study provided us with a
taxonomy that describes the characteristics that contribute to a
HIT’s usability for completion on mobile devices. To better understand whether these characteristics capture the mobile usability
requirements of HITs in reality, we draw from data collected from
an online survey aimed at assessing mobile crowdwork through the
lens of various mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, smartwatches,
smart speakers).

4.1

Method: Online Survey

The original survey design was motivated by a broader research
project aimed to understand the challenges and opportunities of
engaging with crowdwork on mobile devices. The IRB approved
survey includes 43 questions across fve sections and is available
as supplemental material2 . Though the research questions for this
study were not specifcally related to understanding the mobile
usability requirements of HITs, several survey questions focused
specifcally on understanding the types of HITs that are suitable
for mobile devices. We therefore conducted a targeted analysis of
relevant questions to support the outlined taxonomy.
4.1.1 Survey Design. The survey began by inquiring about participants’ personal demographics (i.e., age, gender, education) and
their work experience on Amazon Mechanical Turk (e.g., completed
HITs, current work hours, HIT approval rate). Thereafter, the survey was split into four sections collectively aimed at understanding
current and desired mobile work practices in crowdwork. Our analysis specifcally draws on three questions from two sections of the
survey:
(1) Section 2. Understanding HIT Completion. This section includes multiple-choice and open-ended questions about the
types of HITs that crowdworkers both (1) currently try to
complete on mobile devices and (2) would like to see better
supported on mobile devices. It also includes multiple-choice
and open-ended questions about the frequency and scenarios that crowdworkers utilize devices to complete HITs on
MTurk. From this section, we specifcally analyze responses
to the following questions:
• Q15.1. Please briefy describe what types of HITs you currently try to complete on your smartphone.
• Q17.2. For your MTurk work, what types of HITs would you
like to see better supported on the smartphone?
(2) Section 5. The Magic Wand. This section asks participants
to consider a scenario in which they have a magic wand
that allows them “to change whatever you’d like to change
about work on Amazon Mechanical Turk to work on the
platform how you want to work”. From this section, we
analyze responses to the following question:
2 Please

see the Supplemental Material section of Precision Conference.

4.1.2 Recruitment and Remuneration. We recruited a total of 111
participants for the study by deploying the survey to MTurk. To
ensure participants’ data was both reliable and motivated by experience with crowdwork, we employed a HIT qualifcation that
required participants to have completed at least 10,000 HITs and
have an a minimum acceptance rate of 98.0%. Prior research has
found that crowdworkers on Amazon Mechanical Turk may multitask when payment is too low. We therefore chose to reward
participants with $5.00 USD as it both ensures they are paid fairly
and feel more comfortable devoting their complete attention to
our HIT [96]. One participant reported that they do not own a
smartphone, and six participants demonstrated spamming behavior in their survey responses. We chose to remove these seven
participants, thus limiting our analysis to 104 participants.
4.1.3 Analysis Methods. All three survey questions relevant to the
study at hand collected open-ended responses from participants. We
conducted top-down coding analysis of two responses (Q15.1 and
17.1), in which responses are categorized into pre-existing codes.
We coded the third question (Q24.2) with a bottom-up approach,
creating codes to fnd themes [9].
To analyze the responses responses to questions Q15.1 and 17.1,
we mapped participant responses to task types identifed in our
prior studies related to cross-device crowdwork [3, 17, 24, 31, 36,
89]. Specifc HIT type labels include Content Generation [3, 17,
24, 31], Image Classifcation [3, 17, 36], Image Transcription [17,
36], Information Finding [24, 36], Qualifcation [3, 24], Survey [24,
31] and Text Classifcation [24, 36]. An “Other” label was added
to accommodate task scenarios that fail to ft within this label
paradigm. The labeling process was conducted by two annotators,
and inter-rater reliability was determined to be substantially high
for Q15.1 (κ = 0.8) and for Q17.1 (κ = 0.7) [94].
In contrast to Q15.1 and Q17.1, Q24.2 is more open-ended such
that it allows participants to provide responses that are not necessarily limited to, but may include HIT characteristics. We therefore
chose to conduct bottom-up coding process in which themes were
developed through standard open-coding. Our underlying intent
is to provide an unbiased mechanism for capturing a wealth of
characteristics to naturally observe how participants gravitate toward characteristics described in our taxonomy instead of other
characteristics that may be relevant (e.g., device constraints). Two
annotators engaged in thematic labeling, again, with substantial
reliability (κ = 0.8) [94].

4.2

Findings

Demographic information about our participants suggest that they
have substantial experience in working on MTurk. Participants
identifed as male or female near-equally (M=55;F=47;NB=2). 47
participants (45.2%) held at least a Bachelor’s degree. In terms of
work experience on MTurk, 78 (73.5%) of participants identifed as
having worked on the platform for 2 or more years. 35 participants
(33.7%) stated that they work 10 to 20 hours per week on the platform with a slightly smaller report for the 23 participants (22.1%)
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who work 30 or more hours per week. The median of total HITs
was 26,500 (σ =135,519), and the median approval rating was 99.58%
(σ =43.73).
Through our analysis, we observe that that more than half of
the survey respondents currently use their phone to complete HITs.
Further, we also fnd that an even larger percentage of participants have explicit ideas for improving mobile HIT usability. 59
participants’ responses (57%) made explicit reference to currently
completing either at least one of the task types that we described
in Section 4.1.3 or HITs that have a particular characteristic that
makes them suitable. In contrast to their current practice, 89 participants (86%) provided a response to Q17.1 or Q24.2 that outlined a
particular way in which the mobile HIT usability could be improved
on smartphones. Across the remaining responses, we observe three
high-level themes for using the “magic wand” change how they
manage or complete HITs: (1) Design and Compatibility, (2) Task
Interaction, and (3) Tools, Scripts, and Apps. Despite being viewed
distinctly, each of these themes’ responses collectively work toward
the goal of improving crowdworkers’ efciency and productivity.
The remaining 15 participants (14%) stated explicitly that they do
not have any desire to manage or complete HITs on their smartphone. The distribution of responses across these themes is shown
in Figure 2.
We now present our observations made through the lens of
these themes. We draw specifc attention to understanding how
the characteristics of our taxonomy surface through participant
responses. We conclude the presentation of our fndings by connecting observations to the types of tasks that are currently practiced
by participants alongside those that they believe should be better
supported.
4.2.1 Theme 1: Design and Compatibility. As reported by 34 participants (33%), one of the most prominent theme that emerged from
our analysis of responses was centered around the resolution of
Design and Compatibility issues that exist when accessing HITs on
smartphones. The general sentiment of these responses was that
HITs are designed under the assumption that they be completed
on a desktop computer and often fail to render correctly on mobile
devices:
“Maybe make HITS that just work on that small of a
screen. I do other surveys on other platforms on my
phone, and they always look better than any of the
MTurk one that require a phone.“ (P38)
By rendering incorrectly on the phone, the design of the HIT
introduces new barriers that require additional efort to complete on
the smartphone devices. For example, “Penny HITs” are a common
type of HIT that are already divided, are limited in size, and can
be completed in less than a few seconds on a desktop computer.
Penny HITs often involve snap-judgements about a specifc type of
Prompt Modality with a binary question (e.g., “Is there a cat in this
image?”). Even in the case where a task may be divided and design
for efciency, its associated media (e.g., a large image) may appear
diferently on smartphones, which lead to a hindrance in usability:
“I would make it so tasks are easier to see and do on the
smartphone. Some of them are not made for smartphone
use. So, they end up looking weird and not sized correctly.
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I would make it easier to do quick penny hits, so you
can move through them at a quicker speed.“ (P79)
A particular aspect of unresponsive HIT interfaces is that the occlusion of other relevant information on the task interface page is
common. Such issues were also mentioned in the case of survey
HITs in which P8 described their frustration with the navigational
demands that arise through HITs that are not well-designed for use
on the smartphone:
“[Questions in surveys should have] correct sizing so
you don’t need to scroll all over with Qualtrics surveys.
It’s annoying and inefcient.” (P8)
Alongside navigational demands that occur within the limits of
a task interface, we fnd that navigational demands beyond it were
voiced as well. Two participants explicitly mentioned challenges
related to Of-Site Knowledge Demands highlighting the need to
“make it easier to switch between browser tabs.” (P45) and more
generally switch between application windows on the phone:
“I worry about going from the MTurk page to the survey
page and losing my work. So, I would want to change
the process and be able to stay on the same page instead
of a separate link to go to.” (P45)
A small number of participants suggested resolving Design and
Compatibility issues, such “an auto-reformatting feature that formats HIT pages to better display on tiny phone screens” (P70) or
“requiring requesters to design their projects for both [desktop and
mobile] platforms” (P6). From the perspective of crowdworkers’ the
ideal composition of these characteristics for mobile HIT usability is
one that makes “it easier to go through questions without stopping”
(P25). The vast majority of Design and Compatibility issues suggest
that mobile efciency is stunted by tasks that are not well-divided,
have context that exceeds the smartphone screen, have prompts
that are not supported across devices, and are generally slow to
complete in comparison to their desktop counterparts. Each of these
confrm the representation of the Of-Site Knowledge Demands, Task
Divisibility, Task Size Volume, Task Completion Time, and Prompt
Modality characteristics within our taxonomy.
4.2.2 Theme 2: Task Interaction. Elements of Task Interaction were
discussed by 20 participants (19%). Responses within this theme
centered around interactive challenges that occur within task interfaces on mobile devices. Prior studies have identifed a plethora of
efciency challenges for touch-based smartphones [4, 56]. Three
participants voiced explicit remarks around touch-based interaction, citing that they would use the magic wand to “just improve
interfaces to take better advantage of touch screens” (P63). As P29
states:
“I’d make it more realistic to do certain tasks on smartphone, such as a bounding-box tasks, i.e. make it support
touch-screen devices.” (P29)
At a high-level, we observe that the limitations in interactivity
that stem from touch-based input contribute signifcantly to our
participants’ lack of interest in using their smartphone to complete
HITs. Despite not explicitly mentioning the smartphone’s touchbased input, the remaining 17 participants provided remarks that
highlight how mobile activities are stifed by the speed of mobile
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Figure 2: Representation of themes in responses to Q24.2.

interactions. For example, 11 of the 20 participants experienced
difculty when typing with a virtual keyboard on a smartphone:

opportunities, but does so in a fashion that targets HITs designed
for completion on the smartphone:

“There is no mouse and keyboard. Everything is slow. It
needs to be faster.” (P43)

“I would have an app like I mentioned before that lists
only available hits that are smartphone-friendly.” (P64)

Seven participants made explicit remarks about the limitations
that stem from a lack of traditional input devices. Five of the seven
participants further elaborated by explicitly suggesting that the
ability to attach a mouse and keyboard to their smartphone would
substantially make HITs more usable on the smartphone. As a
crowdworker who does not currently complete HITs on their phone,
P12 stated:

Through these responses, we fnd that crowdworkers believe that
there exists a set of HIT characteristics or specifc HIT types that
make a HIT conducive to complete on smartphones. 21 participants
(20%) responded to Q24.2 by explicitly mentioning the need to
“mirror the scripts’ functionality from my desktop” (P14) in order
to fnd and manage HITs as efciency on the smartphone. Several
participants’ responses made reference to the use of the phone
was situational and that the smartphone may be used in certain
circumstances (e.g., “when I’m not at home” [P63]). In general, these
responses not only reinforce the nature of our taxonomy, but also
highlight barriers within work practices that exceed beyond the
scope of discussion of our taxonomy’s characteristics. We elaborate
on the frontier for tooling research further in Section 6.3.

“Perhaps mouse and keyboard support, but this would
feel weird. At that point, I guess I may be able to work
on a smartphone if forced.” (P12)
Alongside concerns with general efciency within task interactions, one participant voiced a desire to improve how information is
transferred across devices, citing that it was “hard to copy-and-paste
things such as the survey code on a smartphone.” (P5). Across this
theme, we specifcally observe the presence of concerns and recommendations that span elements of Interaction Style, Prompt Modality,
and Multi-Device Demands. Through the lens of Task Interaction,
our specifc observations are that “good” mobile usability is best
achieved when task interaction is limited to multiple choice, text
entry is not required, and multi-device demands are not present.
4.2.3 Theme 3: Tools, Apps, and Scripts. As reported by 34 participants (33%), the fnal theme of responses collectively referenced
aspects of Tools, Apps, and Scripts that relate to the mobile usability
of phones. Prior research has found that the vast majority of tools
that exist are functionally limited to desktop computers [96]. These
tools are often specifcally designed to aid crowdworkers in fnding
and auto-accepting HITs for crowdworkers in order to accelerate
their productivity. The entirety of the responses within this theme
centered around tools that not only fnds and auto-accepts HIT

4.2.4 Reinforcing Mobile Usability by Task Example. Through our
analysis, we observe that crowdworkers hold strong preferences
for engaging in specifc HITs on their smartphones. Figure 3 shows
the representation of labels for the HIT types that are currently
completed by crowdworkers alongside the HIT types they believe
need further support. Reported by 33 participants (31%), we fnd
that Survey HITs are the most prominent type of HITs currently
completed on their smartphone, accounting for 47% of the responses
to the question. Surveys, in particular, were often accompanied by
anecdotal evidence that described their underlying interaction as a
motivator for their mobile suitability:
“[I’ll complete] some surveys that allow it. Anything
that does not involve a lot of writing. Some batches that
require picking radio buttons.” (P28)
Alongside survey HITs, “Other” was the second-most prominent label, reported by 35 participants (33%). Specifc responses
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Figure 3: Histogram of task types labels that are currently completed or require additional support on smartphones.

emphasized the description of characteristics that facilitate mobile
usability rather than a specifc type of tasks itself:

done there, which just doesn’t translate well to iPhone.”
(P29)

“HITs that look relatively quick. So, [there isn’t] much
risk if I have to return if they are taking too long. I used
to do the dating profle pic HITs as well, but have not
recently. I always try to avoid HITs with writing on my
smartphone.” (P51)

Alongside observations related to HITs that crowdworkers currently tend to engage on their smartphone, we observe that crowdworkers not only have an increased desire for currently unsupported HITs, but also have a desire to improve the HITs they’re
already engaging with while mobile. 34 responses were categorized
as voicing a need for further supporting survey HITs while 25 responses were categorized for “Other” types (e.g., HITs that involve
downloading fles on the smartphone). The specifc motivation for
these HITs related to the themes that emerged in our analysis of
responses to Q24.2, namely Design and Compatibility:

Other descriptions included “tasks that are simple and don’t
involve writing” (P87), “quiz-type of HITs” (P60), and “anything
with bubble questions to fll out easily” (P25). Several workers referred to these task types as “batch HITs” (e.g., where workers can
auto-select from a pool similarly structured tasks from the same
requester) and “bubble HITs” (e.g., where workers select from multiple choice answers) Only three participant responses mentioned
an explicit type of task, all of which referred to “a lot of app and
website testing” (P30).
In contrast to survey HITs and miscellaneous “Other” HITs, the
remaining HIT type labels were far less reported. Taken as a collective, our participants engage in tasks that require little navigation
beyond the task interface, facilitate quick responses, and require
a small amount of time to complete. Mirroring the themes that
naturally arose through our coding of Q24.2, we fnd that much of
the reluctance to engage with specifc HITs on the smartphone as
they are generally not “mobile-optimized”:
“I will typically only do surveys on a phone if they are
mobile-optimized because batch work is impractical on
a phone. Most batches use iFrames and want the work

“I would like surveys to be better supported on the smartphone. I want them to ft the screen and not involve a
whole bunch of scrolling.” (P89)
Unlike reports for current counts, participants voiced a need for
desiring additional support for all HIT types on smartphones with
the exception of qualifcation HITs, which was not observed in this
data in any capacity. Within these specifc HIT types, responses
often mentioned elements that would improve usability by reducing
the efort required to complete a particular task. For example, Image
Classifcation and Bounding Box HITs, which were reported by 13
and 6 participants, could beneft from “easier image bounding” (P33)
on the smartphone. Specifc recommendations for other HIT types
(e.g., Sentiment Analysis) were often not included in responses due
to the breadth of the question.
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Overall, the fndings in this section address RQ1 and RQ2 by
illustrating that Mechanical Turk workers do indeed see the same
characteristics we have organized from literature.

5

TAXONOMY DEMONSTRATION - STEP 3:
AN ANALYSIS OF HITS IN-THE-WILD

The results from Step 2’s online survey demonstrate that crowdworkers have clear and strong preferences and practices for completing HITs that have characteristics that make them “mobileoptimized”. Our qualitative analysis of participant responses specifically suggests that these preferences and practices are molded
around the characteristics embodied by our proposed taxonomy.
We now aim to conclude our research with a study aimed at using
our taxonomy toward assessing the mobile usability of tasks that
exist on crowdwork platforms.

5.1

Method: Web Scraping and Taxonomy
Application

The goal of this study is to demonstrate the utility of our taxonomy.
In pursuit of this goal, we build a dataset of HITs using data collected
from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and leverage our proposed
taxonomy as a tool for assessing the mobile usability of the HITs
within this dataset. Our approach is specifcally inspired by prior
studies that manually sample a dataset of HITs from MTurk for
manual investigation and analysis [83].
5.1.1 Dataset Generation. We designed web scraping software to
scrape HITs and their associated metadata directly from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (Figure 9). Alongside its collection of basic metadata, the tool was designed to capture two screenshots of each
scraped HIT’s interface as it renders both in the desktop browser
viewport and in the mobile browser viewport. In order to ensure all
aspects of the task interface were captured, automated screenshot
behavior for both viewports was confgured to iteratively screenshot, scroll down, and repeat until the entirety of the vertical visual
space had been captured. All information was temporarily stored
on two researchers’ machines. We developed the tool in NodeJS
with Puppeteer3 , a Node library which provides a high-level API to
programmatically control a Chrome browser. We collected a total
of 519 HITs during June 2021 using a functional worker account on
Mechanical Turk.
5.1.2 Qalitative Coding for Taxonomy Characteristics. Using the
characteristics in the developed taxonomy as a qualitative codebook,
we sought to apply a top-down coding process to the dataset of
scraped HITs. The goal of this coding process was to evaluate
the usability characteristics of each HIT in our dataset. For each
HIT, two coders selected the most appropriate value within each
characteristic. When labeling a HIT, for every characteristic in
Table 1, coders selected one of it’s values. For example, a HIT’s
Mobile-Device Demands could be assigned a value of “None” or
“Present”, based on the defnitions in Table 1.
During this coding process, a subset of 100 HITs ( 20%) was
randomly sampled from the generated dataset of 519 HITs, and two
researchers were tasked with labeling each characteristic in the
taxonomy. Instructions for labeling involved the use of both the
3 https://github.com/puppeteer/puppeteer
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collected HIT metadata and the automatically captured screenshots.
Researchers were instructed to make judgements based on what
was shown and captured in a HIT’s associated screenshots rather
than make subjective judgements.
Over the course of labeling the subset of 100 HITs, the two labeling researchers encountered HITs that displayed content that
was partially visible or entirely invisible. To account for these scenarios, we developed an eighth label for each HIT in the dataset
named “Content Visibility”. Thus, Content Visibility was coded
with a bottom-up coding scheme to further our goal of evaluating
the mobile usability of HITs in the dataset. This label is relevant to
our scraping and coding process and is not included as a characteristic in our taxonomy. Below, we describe the possible values for
this label that emerged in reviewing and discussing the sampled
HIT instances in the subset of 100 HITs:
• Visible Content: The HIT interface is mostly or entirely visible
and can be assessed for mobile usability.
• External Survey Link: The HIT interface cannot be assessed
due to including task instructions alongside an external link
to a survey to be completed on a diferent platform (e.g.,
Qualtrics, SurveyMonkey, etc).
• Requester Confguration: The HIT interface cannot be assessed due to Mechanical Turk algorithmically prohibiting
crowdworkers from accessing it via a mobile browser or
viewport. An explicit error message is shown in the browser.
• Acceptance Required: The HIT interface cannot be assessed
due to Mechanical Turk requiring that crowdworkers accept
the HIT in order to view the task. Instructions are often
shown, but the task itself is not.
• Data Collection Gap: The HIT interface cannot be assessed
due to missing relevant information stemming from a failure
caused by our web scraping software or by the Mechanical
Turk platform.
• Language Mismatch: The HIT interface cannot be assessed
due to being written in a language that is not English.
Following the inclusion of this label, the two researchers revisited
the subset of 100 HITs and assigned labels accordingly. For each HIT,
researchers frst assessed “Content Visibility” as it is a prerequisite
for the presence of other labels. If content was visible for a HIT,
a label was assigned for each of the seven characteristics. Label
agreement was observed to be high across both “Content Visibility”
(κ=0.95) and each of the seven labels (κ=0.80; κ=0.92; κ=0.88; κ=0.86;
κ= 0.9; κ=0.97; κ=0.71). Any disagreements or uncertainties were
resolved through follow-up discussion. The remaining 419 HITs
in the dataset were divided equally among the two researchers to
label independently.
After all HITs with Visible Content were labeled with values for
each characteristic, we assigned each value label with Good, Fair,
or Poor usability. Each value in our taxonomy is associated with
Good, Fair, or Poor usability (see Table 1). For example, the “None”
value in the Multi-Device Demands Characteristic is mapped to
Good (green). We use this mapping in our fndings in charts and
to compare usability among HIT types. The taxonomy provides a
direct mapping for all characteristic values in our taxonomy except for “Image” and “Text” in the “Prompt Modality”. For Prompt
Modality, we conditioned Image and Text to have Poor usability if
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the HIT had excessive scrolling. Otherwise, Image and Text was set
to Good usability. This method of mapping usability values (MUR)
enabled this research to generate charts that show usability per
characteristic and HIT type e.g., in Figures 5, 6 and 8 as well as χ 2
tests.

5.2

Findings

Content visibility issues were prominent in the dataset of scraped
HITs. Among the dataset of 519 HITs, a total of 261 HITs (50.3%)
were labeled as having issues related to content visibility and were
therefore impossible to evaluate with respect to usability. Among
the HITs which had visibility constraints, HITs labeled as having an
External Survey Link were among the most prominent, accounting
for 136 of the HITs in the dataset (26.2%). The second most common
label for problematic instances were HITs labeled as Data Collection
Gap where the visibility issues occurred related to errors in our web
scraping software. The remaining 75 (14.4%) of HITs experienced
visibility issues related to confguration issues where requesters
disallowed HITs on mobile devices by detecting iOS or Android
user-agent strings, requiring the HIT to have been accepted before
viewing, or having been written in a non-English language. 20
HITs (3.9%) out of 75 HITs were labeled as a Language Mismatch
were all written in Spanish. We now present observations from
an analysis of the remaining and fully-labeled 261 HITs (50.3%)
examining trends in characteristics and HIT types.
5.2.1 Assessing Mobile Usability with Task Characteristics. The taxonomy’s Task Characteristics are Of-site Knowledge Demands, Task
Divisibility, Task Size Volume and Task Completion Time. Overall, the
mobile usability is mixed depending on the particular characteristic.
Our analysis suggest that in terms of Of-site Knowledge Demands
193 HITs (73.9%) belong to Good Usability as they do not require to
navigate away from the main HIT interface. HITs are well suited on
smartphones when they have been split into small subtasks. Task
Divisibility seems to have the worst usability, as only 3.4% of the
HITs are Already Divided. In contrast, 21.8% of HITs are Indivisible
and 74.7% are Divisible, but the requesters have not divided them.
Task Size Volume exhibits even less usability. Only 49 HITS (18.8%)
from our dataset have Low Volume, leaving 81.2% as High Volume
which are less usable on smartphones. Only 8.8% of HITs can be
accomplished Fast, 64.8% Normal, and 26.4% are Slow.
5.2.2 Assessing Mobile Usability with Interaction Characteristics.
The Interaction Characteristics of our taxonomy consist of Multidevice Demands, Prompt Modality and Interaction Style. From scraped
HITs, we observe that on average majority of them show Good Usability characteristics. It indicate that they would be substantially
supported on smartphone. In terms of Multi-device Demands, our
data show that 252 HITs (96.6%) have Good Usability on smartphones as they belong to None, while 9 HITs (3.4%) belong to Poor
Usability. Our data shows that most of the HITs can be highly mobile usable. 205 HITs (78.5%) can be fully supported on smartphone
in terms of modality. The remaining 56 HITs (21.5%) that consist of
Image or Text have Poor Usability because of excessive scrolling or
occlusion. From our dataset we can see that 247 HITs (94.6%) can be
supported using mobile phones with respect to the characteristic Interaction Style. These HITs were interacted with using the methods
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HIT Type
Image Classifcation
Survey
Text Classifcation
Other
Image Transcription
Information Finding
Qualifcation
Content Generation

Good
247
32
57
63
91
200
6
72

Fair
227
13
17
31
75
173
8
32

Poor
93
11
24
32
58
166
7
92

Usability Percentage %
83.6
80.4
75.5
74.6
74.1
69.2
66.7
53.1

Table 2: Usability values (MUR) for Good, Fair and Poor and
usability percentage aggregated across seven characteristics
across each HIT type. We order each HIT type by the Usability Percentage.

which include Good-Fair Usability. They include Option Selections,
Recording, Open-ended+, Object Manipulation and Natural Interface
Input. The remaining 12 HITs (4.6%) have Poor Usability as their
interactions were through File Management.
5.2.3 Assessing Mobile Usability Across HIT Types. Four HIT types
– Image Classifcation, Information Finding, Content Generation,
and Image Transcription – accounted for 214 (81.9%) of the 261 HITs.
Image Classifcation is the most the most commonly observed HIT
type 81 of the 261 HITs (31%), followed by 77 (29%) Information
Finding HITs and 32 (12%) Image Transcription HITs. The remaining
observed HIT labels include 28 Content Generation HITs (10%),
14 Text Classifcation HITs (5.4%), 8 Survey HITs (10%), and three
Qualifcation HITs (10%). A total of 18 HITs, such as text moderation,
image quality assessment, and copy editing, are identifed as the
“Other” category
Figure 8 shows each HIT Type across the 261 fully labeled HITs
that represent their distribution of our taxonomy’s seven mobile
usability characteristics. Figure 7 and Table 2 show the percent of
Good, Fair, and Bad usability aggregated across characteristics. It
also includes a Usability Percentage, which we calculate per Task
Type by adding the total Good and Fair characteristic ratings by
the total number of ratings. This creates a ranking of HIT Types
ordered by Good+Fair usability: Image Classifcation, Survey, Text
Classifcation, Other, Image Transcription, Information Finding,
Qualifcation, and Content Generation. However, if we were to only
consider the total Good usability per HIT Type, Text Classifcation and Survey would have the most usability. This agrees with
the HIT types that our survey participants mentioned. Both Text
Classifcation and Survey have Good usability relative to other HIT
Types, especially their Ofsite-Knowledge Demands, Multi-Device
Demands, and Interaction Style.
We observe that some characteristics are more commonly identifed as “Good” or “Poor” for certain HIT Types in comparison
to others. For example, unsurprisingly, Information Finding HITs
have Poor usability for the Of-site Knowledge Demands characteristic. Information Finding typically, though not always, involves
searching through external web pages. As another example, nearly
all Image Transcription and Image Classifcation tasks have a High
Task Volume. At the same time, almost half of Image Transcription and nearly all of Image Classifcation are Divisible, meaning
they could be designed in smaller chunks. This represents evidence
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External Survey Link
26.2%

Content Visible
50.3%

Language Mismatch
3.9%
Data Collection Gap
9.1%
Requester Configuration
6.7%
Acceptance Required
3.9%

Figure 4: Representation of labels for “Content Visibility” across the dataset of 519 HITs.
Present
26.1%
None
73.9%

Indivisible
21.8%
Already Divided
3.4%

(a) Of-Site Knowledge Demands

Divisible
74.7%
(b) Task Divisibility

Low Volume
18.8%
High Volume
81.2%
(c) Task Size Volume

Fast
8.8%
Slow
26.4%

Normal
64.8%
(d) Task Completion Time

Figure 5: Representation of attributes for task characteristics: (a) Of-Site Knowledge Demands with 26.1% Present and 73.9%
None, (b) Task Divisibility with 74.7% divisible, 21.8% Indivisible, and 3.4% Already Divided, (c) Task Size Volume with Low
Volume with 81.2% High Volume and 18.8% Low Volume, and (d) Task Completion Time with 8.8% fast, 64.8% Normal, and
26.4% Slow.
that requesters could, for example, redesign these two specifc HIT
types – Image Transcription and Image Classifcation – in support
of generally improving their mobile usability.
By rank via Figure 7, the least usable HIT Types include Information Finding, Qualifcation, and Content Generation. These
show more Poor characteristics relative to other HIT Types, with at
least some Poor usability for all characteristics except Multi Device
Demands. The remaining HIT Types have mixed usability, having some Good, Fair, and Poor more evenly (though diferently)
distributed.

To quantitatively examine how the distribution of usability characteristics vary between HIT types, we conducted a series of Chisquared tests to test for signifcant diferences. To create task profles, we binned each unique value-characteristic pair and tallied
their occurrences, creating 8 vectors of tallies with 16 dimensions
each. We employed a version of the Chi-squared test χ 2 to eradicate
issues related to limited observations in our data, that generated
multiple simulations to account for smaller data to compare distributions. Each test compared the given distribution against the
distribution of the sum of the other (7) profles. In this case, the
null hypothesis is that the given HIT Type’s profle is not signifcantly diferent from the rest of the HIT corpus’ profle. We adjust
p-values by applying Bonferroni correction to account for multiple
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(b) Prompt Modality

(a) Multi-device Demands

(c) Interaction Style

Figure 6: Representation of attributes for interaction characteristics: (a) Multi-device Demands, (b) Prompt Modality, (c) Interaction Style.

Image Classification
Survey
Text Classification
Other
Image Transcription
Information Finding
Qualification
Content Generation
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Usability Per HIT Type
Usability

Good

Fair

Poor

Figure 7: Distribution of Good, Fair, and Poor across each HIT type. Here, we order by the least amount of total Poor usability
values. This provides a ranking of Tasks, ordered by most to least usable according to our taxonomy.
.
hypothesis testing and report efect size χ 2 (Cramer’s V), and the
χ 2 statistic. Table 3 shows the results of our Chi-squared tests [66].
Overall, six of the eight Chi-squared tests on HIT Types yielded
a result that suggests they exhibit usability characteristic distributions that are statistically signifcant. As shown in Table 3, each
of the fve tests yielded a p-value less than 0.05 with efect sizes
ranging from 0.24 to 0.93. Text Classifcation (p<.005), Information
Finding (p<.005), Image Transcription (p<.005), Image Classifcation (p<.005), Survey (p<.05), and Content Generation (p<.005) all
have signifcantly diferent usability profles compared to sum of
the other HITs. This suggests that our intuition is correct, that the
usability distributions vary based on the type of HIT because of
their nature or how requesters tend to design them. These fndings,

tables, and charts address RQ3 directly, establishing the distribution of characteristics across HIT Types (Figure 8) and provides a
ranking of hits most conducive to mobile interaction (Figure 7).

6

DISCUSSION

Our study provides insight on the state of mobile crowdwork. Our
work began by developing a taxonomy of characteristics that refect
the usability of HITs on smartphone devices. In demonstrating the
taxonomy’s utility, we observe that some HIT types – namely Image
Classifcation HITs and Survey HITs – are generally more usable on
smartphone devices than other HIT types. Further, we observe that
six of the eight examined HIT types exhibit characteristic profles
that are signifcantly unique from other profles.
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Image Classification

Image Transcription

Information Finding

Off−site Knowledge Demands
Task Divisibility
Task Size Volume
Task Completion Time
Multi−Device Demands
Pompt Modality
Interaction Style
0

10

20

0

Other

20

40

60

80

0

10

Qualification

20

30

0

Survey

20

40

60

80

Text Classification

Off−site Knowledge Demands
Task Divisibility
Task Size Volume
Task Completion Time
Multi−Device Demands
Pompt Modality
Interaction Style
0

5

10

15

0

1

2

3

0

2

4

6

8

0

5

10

Number of HITs
Usability

HIT Type
Content Generation
Image Classifcation
Image Transcription
Information Finding
Other
Qualifcation
Text Classifcation
Survey

χ2
229.60
143.26
49.41
163.87
32.94
15.041
79.19
44.829

β
0.938
0.741
0.435
0.792
0.356
0.240
0.550
0.414

p
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.095
1.000
0.004
0.020

**
**
**
**

**
*

Table 3: Results from Chi-Squared tests across task types.
These test compare the distribution each HIT Type’s distribution of usability values (MUR) to the other HITs in the
set. Signifcance indicates a relatively distinct profle of usability. (*: p<0.05; **: p<0.01)

Fair

Poor

faster and more usable, but at the potential cost of data collection
needs of the requester.
As shown in Figure 4, the taxonomy can be used to assess HITs
that are diverse in their nature, spanning a multitude of task types,
requirements, and constraints. While each characteristic is designed
to represent a particular dimension of a HIT’s design, the taxonomy’s characteristics are intended to be used in unison. Despite
being signifcantly thorough, our examination of “mobile usability”
was conducted to understand usability in the specifc context of
mobile smartphone devices. We now discuss the implications of the
developed taxonomy in the context of mobilizing crowdwork both
within and beyond smartphone devices.

6.1
Collectively, our work demonstrates that many HIT opportunities on crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk,
are signifcantly limited in their mobile usability. These conclusions
are further supplemented by trends in preference and practice as
self-described by crowdworkers who work on the platform today.
An important consideration for interpreting our results is the
characterization of mobile usability. The novelty of the developed
taxonomy is grounded in practicality and it ability to surface tradeofs. More precisely, we view the taxonomy as a tool for measuring
and tweaking the mobile usability of HITs on mobile devices. For
example, in Figure 9, the Content Generation task has High Volume,
but is divisible. This means the Requester could make it more suitable for mobile smartphone devices by having fewer subtasks per
HIT. The same HIT includes an Open-ended+ Interaction Style that
can support more nuanced answers at the cost of having less mobile
usability. To switch to an Option Selection would make this task

Good

Implications for Design: A Taxonomy for
Practicing “Good” Mobile Usability

Our research demonstrates how our taxonomy provides a framework for designing HITs that are “mobile-optimized”. In HCI, Grudin
and Poltrock refer to taxonomies as “pretheoretical constructs that
characterize cooperative work and identify the technologies that
support diferent types of work" [28]. In our taxonomy none of
the characteristics are independently functional, all of them need
to be taken together to support mobile suitability. This provides a
language for HIT designers potentially strong and weak aspects of
designing HITs and balancing both aspects. Requesters (i.e., HIT
designers) can utilize our taxonomy and its characteristics as a
checklist for ensuring the design of their interfaces are usable on
smartphone devices. For example, creating an idealized mobile HIT
would avoid Of-Site Knowledge Demands, maintain Already Divided
content, and use Option Selections for its interaction style. While
some tasks are inevitably more inclined to be less conducive to
mobile experiences, our work establishes a design space for future
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Off-site Knowledge Demands
Task Divisibility
Task Size Volume
Task Completion Time
Multi-device Demands
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Text Classification

Content Generation

Information Finding

None

Present

Present

Already Divided

Divisible

Indivisible

Low Volume

High Volume

High Volume

Fast

Normal

Slow

None

None

None

Prompt Modality

Text (No Scrolling)

Audio

Text (Extensive Scrolling)

Interaction Style

Option Selection

Open-ended+

Open-ended+

Figure 9: Three example HITs from our scraped corpus with their following Mobile Usability Rating (MUR) based on our
taxonomy of characteristics (Figures 1 and 8). Each has a diferent Task Type and corresponding MUR ratings. The Sentiment
Analysis / Text Classifcation HIT has an excellent MUR rating. In particular, the Interaction Style and low Task Size Volume
is well-aligned for completing on a mobile phone. In contrast, the Information Finding HIT has a poor MUR rating. It requires
switching away from the main HIT interface to a website, searching for URLs, and entering the answers with an Interaction
Style of Open-ended+. In the middle, the Content Generation HIT can be performed on mobile phone, listening to short clips
of pop-music from the same page, but still uses and Interaction Style of Open-ended+.
research that seeks to instantiate diferent HIT designs that leverage
the insights of our taxonomy.
Alongside its use as a guideline for mobile design, our taxonomy
can also be applied as a tool for assessing existing HIT design. Our
studies suggest that crowdworkers experience challenges in fnding
and managing the HITs they accept to be well-matched to their
device, setting, and, in some circumstances, their abilities [101].
Uzor et al. suggests that workers that identify as having an impairment would beneft from better market-provider enforced metadata
that specifes whether, for example, people with visual impairment
would be well-matched to a HIT [89]. There exists a fundamental opportunity for translating our taxonomy of characters into
an automated tool as prior studies have previously done in their
own usability contexts [1, 91]. Amazon Mechanical Turk and other
crowdsourcing platforms could incorporate such a tool to provide
requesters with feedback about improving their HIT designs in the

same way that interfaces for password creation provide feedback
about the “strength” of a password. Further, reviewing platforms,
such as Turkopticon [44], could stand to beneft from attaching
systematic metadata about the mobile usability of HITs alongside
the standard reviewing metadata. The collection of such data could
facilitate the creation of data sets of mobile usability ratings, which
could be utilized toward automated tools for detecting HITs that
have “good” mobile usability.
Alongside general-purpose usability frameworks, there exists
an opportunity to explore convergent perspectives of usability and
design as we move toward a practice of cross-device crowdwork.
For example, Nakatsu et al. [61] developed a taxonomy of crowdsourcing tasks based on task complexity across two dimensions:
structure and independence. Our taxonomy presents a thorough
examination of mobile HIT usability through well-structured and
independent tasks that Nakatsu et al. refer to as “contractual hiring”.
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There remains a signifcant opportunity for further characterizing
mobile usability in crowdwork that, according to Nakatsu et al.,
involve multiple parties and signifcantly less structure.
Finally, our taxonomy can serve as a useful complement to current and future frameworks alike for other niche contexts. For
example, signifcant attention has been given to understanding
pathways for improving the accessibility of work opportunities in
crowdwork [83]. In a study of accessibility on Amazon Mechanical
Turk, Zyskowski et al. found that 39% of respondents reported using an assistive device to engage in crowdwork [101]. Reporting a
similar percentage of assistive device usage, Uzor et al. found that
these users gravitate toward completing survey HITs in comparison to other HIT types (e.g., information fnding) [89]. Though
our focus was limited to mobile usability, our taxonomy may be
useful to individuals within the accessibility community who have
struggled, or continue to struggle, with characterizing accessible
HITs. In the same way that “most accessibility fxes actually make
products better for all users” [13], we expect that making HITs
more usable will positively impact all Mechanical Turk workers.

6.2

Toward a Usable Practice of Cross-Device
Crowdwork

Our research takes an important step toward defning and evaluating mobile usability for crowdwork. A wealth of prior research at
the intersection of crowdwork and mobile computing has repeatedly reinforced the importance and opportunities of smartphone
devices [23, 30, 45], which collectively drove us to focus explicitly
on understanding usability within this type of device’s context. Our
study serves as a foundation for developing and conducting future
usability assessments across other types of devices or specifc situational contexts. Recent studies suggest that crowdworkers have
an interest in using more devices than their smartphone alone to
support their work [35, 96]. For example, Hettiachchi et al. studied
task acceptance rates across desktop computers, smartphones, and
voice assistants, observing that preferences of task acceptance for
smartphones and voice assistants are only slightly smaller than
preferences for the desktop [36]. As non-desktop devices continue
to become increasingly more important to crowdwork, there exists
a growing need to understand how usability should be defned
within each of their respective contexts.
By studying, understanding, and assessing device-related usability, crowdsourcing researchers, crowdworkers, and platform can
begin to develop new “cross-device” systems, tools, and experiences [64]. Information work, for example, encompasses a range of
computer-based professions (e.g., programming, design, writing)
– many of which are recognized as desktop-centric practices [68].
Among these traditionally desktop-centric professions, studies have
shown that people use the smartphone to facilitate communication
[39], transmit information across devices [64], and continue tasks
more generally across devices (e.g., web browsing [48, 63]). Interactive systems research has focused explicitly on designing new
cross-device systems and tools to better understand the benefts
that arise from cross-device experiences (e.g., in software development [38] and in every-day experiences [67]). Aligned to our
discussion of mobile usability, Mercury [95] and PlayWrite [43]
are two mobile microtasking systems that employ microtasks that
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would, by our own taxonomy’s assessment, be deemed as having
“Good” mobile usability. Despite being prototypes, each system’s
evaluation demonstrated its potential for impacting the nature of
their respective work context substantially.
We argue that our work provides a framework for defning,
understanding, and assessing “cross-device” in the scope of crowdwork: How is it technically feasible for a HIT to be completed
across multiple devices? Are there administrative tasks related
to crowdwork (e.g., fnding HITs) that should also be facilitated
across devices? Are there combinations of devices that are more
usable with one another than other combinations? Each of these
questions poses a particular challenge that collectively hinge on
the fundamental characterization of what mobile usability means
for a particular device. The landscape of research on cross-device
crowdwork remains relatively small, and we therefore encourage
researchers, crowdworkers, and marketplace platforms to recognize
the area as one that is fruitful for innovation.

6.3

The Frontier of Mobile Tooling in
Crowdwork

Our study provides insight into the role that tooling can play in
facilitating mobile experiences in crowdwork that are both efcient
and productive. We specifcally fnd that crowdworkers have a
desire to mobilize aspects of their work, but are limited by the
tooling that exists today. A wealth of prior research has reinforced
the role that workstation-based tools play in enabling efciency in
crowdwork [47, 80, 96]. Kaplan et al. specifcally noted that many
tools for efcient crowdwork are facilitated through platforms (e.g.,
Turkopticon [44]) or browser extensions (e.g., MTurk Suite) [47].
Today, Firefox for Android remains the only smartphone-based
browser that allows users to load and employ browser extensions.
Many of these tools rely on browser APIs that are only supported on
desktop browser implementations and are therefore incompatible
on mobile devices.
Within the purview of tool development, the role of the crowdworker continues to remain an important consideration. Many
of the most long-standing tools in crowdwork, such as Turkopticon [44] and MTurkSuite, are not only worker-developed, but
also worker-sustained. For crowdworkers, tools are “the glue that
makes their work possible” [96], and this indicates a need to engage
with them as researchers that continue to build tools to support
them. Further, state-of-the-art workstation tools, such as Otto4 ,
require its users to pay a monthly fee of $10.00 per month in order
to access the tool’s core features. As tool development continues
among researchers, crowdworkers, and other participates, there
exists a broader challenge of ensuring that tools – whether they be
for the desktop, for the smartphone, or any other device – remain
available to the public in order to ensure facilitate work experiences
that are not only productive, but also fair to crowdworkers at large.
This is particularly relevant for crowdworkers (e.g, in rural areas)
who may use their mobile device more often than a workstation
computer [10, 23, 30, 92].

4 https://www.ourhitstop.net/membership-tier-information
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6.4

Limitations and Future Work

Our study has several limitations. First, our study is an examination
of mobile crowdwork through the contemporary lens of Amazon
Mechanical Turk. Though the platform is recognized as signifcant
marketplace for crowdwork, our study cannot draw conclusions
about crowdwork or gig work that occurs on other platforms under
a diferent work structure (e.g., Upwork5 ). Second, the presented
taxonomy was reinforced by an online survey deployed to 111
crowdworkers that work on Amazon Mechanical Turk in which
participants described the HITs they currently engage with, or
desire to engage with, on their smartphone. Participants’ responses
may be biased by the recency of their activities or by an inability
to recall specifc information. To reduce our concerns with this
limitations, we supported the observations from our survey by
conducting a follow-up study in which a dataset of HITs scraped
directly from Amazon Mechanical Turk was qualitatively analyzed.
However, a limitation of this follow-up study is that our analysis
was limited to a total of 519 HITs. In general, our analysis suggests
fndings that reafrm the observations made from our online survey,
thus providing reliability to both choices in methodology. We would
caution researchers that a direct MUR evaluation without additional
context will not capture all aspects of HIT design relevant to mobile
usability. The characteristics in our taxonomy apply most strongly
to the context of current mobile phone devices and HIT types.
Future studies can add nuance to these fndings by employing
more fne-grained methods and tools (e.g., activity logging apps for
mobile devices) toward the targeted goal of assessing mobile task
preference in practice.

7

CONCLUSION

There is a growing interest in extending crowdwork beyond traditional desktop-centric design to include mobile devices (e.g., smartphones). In this paper, we present the iterative development of
the taxonomy, highlighting the observed practices and preferences
around mobile crowdwork. We frst establish an initial design of our
taxonomy through a targeted literature analysis. We then support
and extend the taxonomy through an online survey with Amazon
Mechanical Turk crowdworkers. Finally, we demonstrate the taxonomy’s utility by applying it to analyze the mobile usability of
a dataset of scraped HITs. We conclude with a discussion around
the implications of both the presented taxonomy and our study’s
fndings as it relates to making crowdwork more usable on mobile
devices.
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